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Abstract 

This article tries to present theoretical view and related reasarches to 

FRQWHPSRUDU\� GHYHORSPHQW� RI� WHDFKHUV¶� SURIHVVLRQDOLVP. Dinamically consistent 

development of professional teachers should be continously maintained and 

enhanced following the unique character of teachers as social being. The reality 

has shown that there have been many gradutes from teachers-education 

institutions who have newly been teaching and those have not tauhgt at all. If they 

want to keep their knowledge and skill of teaching  after graduation from S1 

teahers-education they should have professional bridging²pre-professional phase 

through teacher-study group. What teacher-study group is is reviewed through 

reachable literatures. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 In Indonesia,  teacher has been determined as a profession through 

Undang-undang Republik Indonesia (UURI) number 14 year 2005 about teacher 

and lecturer. It means that legally  by law one who wants to become a teacher or a 

lecturer should meet the requirements stapled in that UURI.  The first step done 

by Indonesian government  for legally establishing professional teacher is through 

portofolio evaluation, which later changed to in-service teacher-training, and this 

then is still changed to a certain kind of after-graduate professional teacher-

training, starting from 2016. 

 It can be inferred taht  there is a continous process from one phase to  the 

next to make teachers professional. It is stated in the UURI number 14, 2005 that 

being professional is high standard implemented in professional ethic, 

prosessional attitude, and professional work at the time of doing a profession. 

Being professional means  how an individual behave and sefl-actualize by the 

time he/she hasbeen legally stipulated to have qualificatin of certain profession. 

To be considered as a prfessional teacher, a teacher should be able to do adiqute 

performance  in  class facing his/her pupils, and when interacting with pupils¶�

parents and all people related to schools (Spencer, 2011).  A professional teacher 

should at least know what and how to teach in order that what to teach can be 

presented and understood well by his/her pupils. Besides, a teacher is required to 
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always develope himself/herself during his/her career for about 35 years to the 

pension period. 

 By the establisment of teacher as professional worker, then a teacher is 

oblied to have four competences: profesional competence, paedagogical 

compentence, social competence, and personal competence. Professional 

competence has a broad definition relating to both cognitive knowledge and 

metacognitive knowledge of paedagogical aspects including curriculum, learners 

(pupils), institution and learnign environment ,  communication ability with 

learners, ability to use the language being tauhgt in communication, and 

competence related to languge awareness. This language awareness is primary to 

especially language teachers, because they should inherently be language users. 

Teachers of other lessons or disciplines are adjustably language users in their 

contex, but not definitely language teachers. 

 With the requirements described above, there is certainly little, if not 

impossible, possibility  to a teahcer to be professional  in a short time for more or 

less 35 years career in Indonesia. For 35 year-career, a teacher will get through a 

long period of time with diffeerent need.  Such a long period of time is like a 

continuum showing different condition and orientation of a teacher  in a certain 

phase; so does  with his/her professional development. Likewise, if the transition 

of time ±after graduate period and five year-in-service teacher or less leading to  a 

truely professional teacher  has no systematical procedure (bridge) yet  in 

preparing professionalsm is also included; thus the need of professionalsm 

development will be required more.  

 In Indonesia, there has no  systematically sequential procedure yet to 

reinforce professional development to teachers in general and language teachers in 

particular. On the basis of reality,                                                                                         

this situation and condition invite a question: How to begin teachrer 

professionalism development process from the beginnging of teacher-on-charge  

and after-graduate time? Theoretical  view and related researches are discussed for 

providing tentative answer and conducting investigations on this matter. 

 

DISCUSSION 

 The concept of teacher-study during on-task profession is indeed newly 

issued  implemented in form of research (Freeman and Johnson quoted by 

Mohamed, 2006).  Though the concept is relatively new issue but it needs more 

attentiopn and deeper exploration (Freeman, 2001). Concerning  with teacher-

study, Richards and Farrell (2005) explains four concepts in the scope of tear-

study: as skill study, as a cognitive process, as a personal reconstruction, and as 

reflection of teaching practice. The example of the first study is the study about 

how to explain new grammatical structure which then strengthens good teaching 

practice. The second, the example is the study that continously  pays attention to 

how a teacher can identify trust and concept underliing the teachHUV¶� WHDFKLQJ�
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already done, presently done and will be done.  The third perspective is basically 

using what has been learned as material gradually reconstructed and restudied, 

which by then, develop individual awareness and interpretation. The last (the 

fourth) concept is that using reflection towards what has been done in class 

(Mohamed, 2006). Specifically Richard and Farrel (2005) define reflection as 

³FULWLFDO� REVHUYDWLRQ�SURFHVV towards experience, the process guiding to a better 

XQGHUVWDQGLQJ��RI�RQH¶s rutine or what daily is practiced´. 

 To teachers, teacher-study can be formal and informal (Richards and 

Farrel, 2005). They can study  by adding new knowledge through their own  

teaching practice, through individual or self monitoring, and through classroom 

action research or reflection journal. This learning model is presently rarely found 

in Indonesian context. This is due to the reason that teachers in mojority are S1 

graduates, having no self-study habit and tending to consider their profession as 

mechanical.  

 Another  learning type is assisted through interaction among teachers. This 

type of learning can be in form of relexing talk in teacher room, or formal form 

like monitoring, peer-coaching collaboration, action research, and team teaching. 

$QRWKHU� IRUPDO� SURJUDP� RI� WHDFKHUV¶� SURIHVVLRQDOLVP� GHYHORSPHQW� LQFOXGHV�

teacher support/study group or teacher-study group, sdudying together with 

teachers consultant, also workshop carried out by profession organization or 

teacher education institution. The more formal one is to go to higher teacher 

education or post graduate program for developing professionalism as a teacher. 

 

7HDFKHUV¶ Continous Professionalism Development (TCPD) 

 Continous development of professionalism should cover the whole type of 

teacher-education formally and informally which encourages teachers themselves 

to increase their  ethos. TCPD can also be called in-service training  or staff 

development as it has been well-known up to the present; it has been as common 

WHUP�ZKLFK� GHVFULEHV� � HYHU\� DVSHFW� RI� WHDFKHU¶V� QHHG� LQ� WHDFKLQJ� �%XEE�� �������

TCPD can be done individually or in cooperation type.  
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Figure 1. Continuing Professional Development Framework (Jones, 2003: 37). 

 

In TCPD there are three interrelated categories: focus to individual, focus 

to school, and focus to national. 

1. Focus to individual is any activity that should be focused on the need of 

group and career planning. 

2. Focus to school is any activity which is focused on school enhencement. It 

is a common practice in school  enhencement planning  that on the 

determined days there is professionalism continous developing activity. 

Based on the school program, teachers continue their training that makes  

colleagial enhencement  possible among teachers; the school provides 

conducive learning to them 

3. Focus on national is any activity that fills local and national demand. 

The following figure shows Continuing Professionalism Development 

Framework by Jones (2003: 37). 

 

With continous professionalism development, according to Bubb (2004) 

and Senior (2006), teachers can have chance to: 

a. manage their time to envolve in continous reflection and structured 

learning 

Individually focused 

which includes: 

professional skills 

subject support 

Local and 

nationally 

focused 

which includes: 

national initiatives 

subject or cluster 

networks 

professional links 

 

School focused 
which includes: 

school 

improvement 

cross-curricular 

activities 

All teachers 

take 

responsibility 

as reflective 

practitioners 
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b. make chance to study from daily practice like planning and evaluating. 

c. develop their ability to idetify  their own  learning and need and others. 

d. develop individual learning plan. 

e. to have school base learning and participation may have approval for 

school accreditation 

f. develop self-assessment, observation, and peer review skill. 

g. develop mentoring  and coaching building, also ability to offer 

professional dialogue and feedback. 

h. plan  long-term career aspiration of their own. 

 

 Continous professionalism development comprises all natural learnign and 

concious and planned activities aimed at direct or indirect utility to individual, 

group, or school and other sides contributing to it. Through this TCPD, in class 

education quality will increase. It is so logical with reason that individually or 

with other peaple teachers review, renew, and extend their commitment as agent 

of change. With moral teaching where they gain feedback to enhence professional 

and important ideas about planning and teaching practice with their pupils, with 

group and colleagues in every phase their teaching life or experience (Day in 

Bolam and Mc Mahon, 2004; Fullan in Smith, 2005; Timpeerley, 2008). 

 The key element  in developing langhuage teachers effectvely is thropugh 

collaboration ± either between individuals and teacher-education institution and/or  

their professional colleagues, who now are involved in language teaching and 

learning amongh langbuage teachers or educators or tteachers themsilves in the 

institutional contex (Tedick, 2005). This, in other words, should effectively be 

done in continous collaboration. 

 

Continously Collaborative Study ofTeacheUV¶ Professionalsm 

 %HIRUH�GHVFULELQJ�WHDFKHUV¶�SURIHVVLRQDOVP�GHYHORSPHQW��LW�LV�QHFHVVary to 

assert that Burns and  Richards (2009) define professionalsm as attaining 

qualification already established by local education authority or such institution in 

national or international level. However, this definition has recently  been faced 

with many different procedures wherein teachers can reflectively  and critically 

review their own experience which can be called as professionalism development.  

This change happens because development is truely related to development in 

genaral and is not focused on specific action. Professionalism development is 

aimed at reaching long-terms goal and with an attempt of providing facilities for 

WHDFKHUV¶ understanding development  towards teaching itself and their 

development as a teacher (Richards and Farrel, 2005). 

 Why collaborative type? The answer is that collaboration makes various 

tasks and responsibilities possibly shared (Richards and Farrel, 2005). In line with 

this idea, Johnson (2009) states that this type of collaboration actually comes out 

from the view that teacher-study  is groundedly social process. Further, he states 
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that ... teachers are able to continously study if they do it in cooperation with their 

colleagues, for teachers are viewed as individual and community resulting 

knowledge, not only gaining knowledge about teaching. These all are believed 

that teachers are colleagueal profession. Clearly, the most important point is that, 

in collaborative teaching, teachers voluntirily involve themselves in the continous 

and systematical learning process. Johnson and Golombek (2011) theoretically 

support this argument through sociocultural perspective/view on the thought that 

in teacher-study there is inside-out process by the time teachers develope 

themselves resulting new knowledge which at once emerges  outside-in process 

inviting chance from other sides that might be involved in the study process. 

 In collaborative stuy, there is a concept of  collaborative partnership with 

its veriety.  One can be superior, another  can be complementery. This partnership 

is commonly  committed by  university and is recommendably complentary in 

nature so that the collaborative partnership is able to fill the gap between the two 

sides (Edwards, Tsui, and Stimpson, 2009).  

 In reference to collaboration with university, Johnson (2009) points out 

five kinds of activity that teachers can do. There is collaboration among teachers, 

with researchers  of university grounded, pupils, or other  educational stick 

holders involving in that type of study such as school supervisor/superintendent or 

with teachers of different lessons. Johson also gives example like action research, 

narrative enquiry, peering activity, explorative practice, journal , teacher-study 

group, and teaching in team. Narrative inquiry is a learning process focusing on 

WHOOLQJ�WHDFKHUV¶�H[SHULHQFH� 

 The definition of study group according to Richards and Farrel (2005) is 

voluntieer activity and does not involve all teachers within which teachers can 

bring about many problems  that can be made as focus of meeting. The other 

names for  teacher-study group are support group, teacher net work, and learning 

cycles. Teacher-study group can have several purposes which mainly to encourage 

their awareness and capacity building in teaching and carrying out reflection of 

teaching and material development. In Indonesia, the types of professionalism 

development like in-service training (in profession) still follows traditional 

mehtod , that is workshop adn training like teacher-training educaiton (PLPG), in-

house training or workshop with specified theme such as teaching methodology, 

action research, or learnign evaluation.  TheVH� W\SHV� RI� WHDFKHUV¶� SURIHVVLRQ�

development has some weaknesses. Training is commonly used for preparation 

phase with the focus on (1) introducing conceptual aspect  and its try-out, (2) the 

content/material of trainging  is usually determined by experts without the 

LQYROYHPHQW�RI�SDUWLSDQWV¶�DVSLUDWLRQ��DQG�LWV�IRUPDW�LV�VWDQGDUGL]HG��:RUNVKRS�LV�

naturally intensive carried out in a short  periode of time with the aim for 

providing chance to gain knowledge or certain skill (Richards and Farrel, 2005). 

This activity can have long effect if carried out within smaller scale; 

unfortunately, what has been done with workshop activity has not reahced all 
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teachers so that content syncronization with school context  has more often not 

happpened.  

 In his article, A]L]��������VWDWHV�WKDW�WHDFKHUV¶�GHYHORSPHQW�SURJUDP��KDV�

no clear objective. The implementation of the program has been oriented still on 

giving licence to all teachers from many different backgrounds of education 

without considering what to be done next.  There is no certainty  of evaluating  the 

licence that can be made as guarantee that  instructional practice in class will be 

better  than before. Indeed, the evaluation of teacher development during his/her 

career  should be done holistically, covering  the whole profession phase. 

 Another factor that should be considered tyiQJ�WR�WKH�WHDFKUHV¶��FRQWLQRXV�

professionalism development grouping teachers based on teaching time period, 

like newly employed teacher or senior teacher  (see research carried out by Petsch 

and Williamson, 2010). This research sees transition period from being new 

teachers who have just finished their teacher education with the period of entering 

the profession itself. Another such research by Varghese and Wilberschied (2002) 

which reappraises the dichotomy of noviced and expert which shows that new 

teacher (novice) tends to need professional knowledge and addaptation or  success 

at school. In a while, the teachers already pass the first five year-experience have 

already been interested in adding professional development  for research problems 

(Bartlett, 2006). Senior teachers  prefer  self development to be expert teacher or 

to be leading to leadership; or considering  justifiability of program with local 

condition of the place where he/she teahces.  This is  shown by the research 

carried out by Faez (2011) which develops knowledge-base to English teachers in 

Canada. Though theoretical knowledge-base has been available from some 

experts and previous researchers, however, Faez  formulates the knowledge-base 

based on the VLWXDWLRQ�LQ�.DQDGD��0DLQO\��WKXV�IDU��WKH�WHUP�³RQH�VL]H� ILWV�DOO´ is 

QRW�LPSOHQWDEOH�LQ�WHDFKHUV¶�SURIHVVLRQDOLVP�GHYHOopment. 

 

Teacher-study Group 

 There have been  researches about teacher-study group which all carried 

out not in Indonesian school context. Firstly, research carried out by Dubetz 

������� ZKLFK� VWXGLHV� SURMHFW� IRU� WHDFKHUV¶� SURIHVVLRQDOLVP� GHYHORSPHQW��

collaborative in nature in a group of studying. This group is focused on enhancing 

teaching practice quality by involving belingual teachers. Secondly,  a study by 

Smith (2005) which sees the effect of classroom action research towards 

professionalism develoment and cooperation attitude of teachers conducting the 

research. Thirdly,  a research by Gersten et al. (2010) with the objective for 

evaluating the effect of teacher-study goup towards the way of teaching reading 

and vocabulary  and the success of pupils in the first year, their skill in reading 

and vocabulary with the hypothesis that when the teacher actively participates in 

the teacher-study group , the rteacher does not only study basic principle of 

research in teaching reading comprehension and vocabulary but also continously 
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gets chance to review, to do reflection , to discuss all principles of the research 

which then implemented in their school curriculum. Fourthly,  Scribner et al. 

(2007) conducted research on teacher team from how leadership in group turns is 

analized from their conversation during group discussion.  These researches all 

are thus strentghening the positicve effect of partnership in teacher-study group. 

 

Partnership 

 Partnership can be linked between two or among more institutions. 

McLaughlin and Black-Hawkins (2004) identify advantages and disadvantages of 

the type of cooperation between school and university in terPV� RI� WHDFKHUV¶ 

professionalism development. They  assert furthermore about requirements  

enquired for  practice-based teaching research at one school  out of two and when 

it is conducted in cooperation with university need more consideration and 

adjustment. Another  research on partnership by Edelfelt and Cook (2004) also 

studies about university cooperation in North California, which is on charge to 

assist schools. This research discusses problem, experience, and success during 

the cooperation was going on. A research by Varghese and Wilberscheid (2002) 

which reappraises the dichotomy between novice and expert in class 12. 

Traditionally, novice is meant not to have any experience and becomes mentoring 

partipant; and vise versa, experience is meant  as an experienced teacher and 

mentor all at once. This study investigates problem and conflict happening during 

the intraction between mentor and mentoring participants. With the same concern,  

6KDURQ�DQG�0XUUD\��������VWXG\� �HOHPHQWDU\�VKRRO� WHDFKHUV¶�SHUVSHFWLYe related 

to colaborative teaching. These reseaches also support how attention should be 

paid on partnership as one type of teacher-study group for enhancement of teacher 

professionalism development , especially in Indonesia. 

  To language teachers there are a number of questions that can build 

professional language teaching awareness. These questions are fully quoted from 

Language and Langhuage Learning, 2nd edition by Nelson Brooks (New York 

Harcourt, Brace & World, 1964, pages 257²259). Even though the questions are 

old but their spirit is consistently dinamic. These are the questions: 

1. Do you explain at the first meeting of the class what the objectives of the 

course are and how you propose to attain them? 

2. In the training of each student do you distinguish between the hearer and 

the speaker? 

3. Do you distinguish between learning and performance?  

4. When you give a new type of assignment, do you then demonstrate fully 

how it is to be carried out? 

5. Do you give your class models of what you ask for or do you let them 

guess what is right? or vote on what is right? 

6. Does your class period always certain some review of old material and 

sample demonstration of new material? 
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7. Are the assignments you give busy work? paper work? language learning? 

8. Do you give assignments as the students are leaving the classroom? at the 

beginning of the class? orally? written on the board? printed on slips of 

paper? 

9. Do you put yourself in the position of maintaining that language is logical? 

10. When a student performs correctly do you ask him why he said what he 

said the way he said it? 

11. Do you emphasize the alanysis of structure or the formation of habits for 

using it? 

12. While teaching phonology, morphology, and syntax, do you add the 

burden of vocabulary problems, too? 

13. Do you permit your students to think that one word means another word? 

14. Do you ask your students to memorize isolated vocabulary words or lists 

of equivalents in English and their own language that is, lexicography? 

15. If you use the native language in your classes, do you allow your students 

to speak the native language? 

16. When you say something to your class in English, do you habitually repeat 

LW�LQ�WKH�VWXGHQWV¶�ODQJXDJH�LQ�WKH�VDPH�EUHDWK" 

17. Have you ever in your professional career banished the native language 

entirely from your classroom for four weeks in succession? 

18. Do you correct a student as he speaks? just after he has written? a week 

from the following Thursday? 

19. In your classes are books open all the time? some of the time? none of the 

time? 

20. Do you make your students ³UHDOO\� OHDUQ´� WKH� ODQJXDJH�E\�FRQFHQWUDWLQJ�

on uncommon irregular verb forms? 

21. 'R�\RX�MXGJH�D�VWXGHQW¶V�NQRZOHGJH�DQG�FRQWURO�RI�(QJOLVK�E\�WKH�ZD\�KH�

spells it on a piece of paper? 

22. Do your students keep a notebook record of important  matters as they 

come up in class? 

23. Do you hold your students up to the standard of your possible performance 

or their possible performance? 

24. Is your class schedule unchanged by, interrupted by, or distorted by, 

review for extramural tests and examinations? 

25. Are your students forced into making mistakes by not having at their 

disposal adequate patterns of languagegg to which they can refer? 

26. Are written compositions always done orally first? 

27. When you give a reading assignment, is all or part of it heard by the 

students first? 

28. Do you spend any, some, or all of your class time translating from English 

LQWR�WKH�VWXGHQWV¶�ODQJXDJH" 
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29. Do you spend the first five minutes of your class period talking English on 

a subject not previously announced? 

30. Do you focus attention only on what the student does with pencil and 

paper or do you treat as equally important what he can do in English with 

his eyes closed? 

31. 'R� \RX� WU\� WR� VHW� XS� LQ� \RXU� VWXGHQWV¶� KHDG� D� VHFRQG� ODQJXDJH� V\VWHP�

independent of the mother tongue, or does your teaching tend unite the 

two systems, rendering them pemanently inseparable? 

 

Conclusion and Recommendation 

 7HDFKHUV¶�SURIHVVLRQDOVP�LV�D�WUDGH�PDUN�LQ�WKH�ZRUOG�RI�WHDFKLQJ�WKDW�QR�

other words can be given except it should continously be developed during 

WHDFKHUV¶�FDUHHU��&RQWRQRXVO\�\HW�FRQVFLRXVO\�individual awareness and effort can 

DIIHFW�SHHUVRQDO�WHDFKHUV¶ attitude and thus build mental character of professional 

teachers. The effort is through teacher-study group as  one way solution and other 

types are teachers cooperation in any way and type as other ways oc solution. By 

this way are teachers, including language teachers, recommended to consciously 

invole themselves in sequential and regular activities formally and informally to 

dedvelop their own professionalsm as a teacher. So, programming for such 

activities are recommendable to be made by any groups of volunteers,  socially 

independent group, teahers group, or educational institution.  
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